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STRESS AND THRIVING
Veretis Factsheet
As humans, we often experience periods of our lives that
induce stress, whether that is professionally, or personally.
This puts us in what we call “Stress Zones”. Here, stress is
the direct result of our demands exceeding our capabilities
and

resources

we

have

available

(e.g.

time,

effort,

manpower).

WELL ... HOW DO I DEAL WITH STRESS?
Step 1: It’s important to ask yourself: When you stress, where does your focus go?
If you find yourself dwelling over the past or the future, it’s vital that you bring
yourself to the present moment and use helpful strategies to keep your focus on
the present and the solution – “How do I move through this?”.

Step 2: Accepting mistakes are a part of life and reframing what they mean is
essential.

It’s

importantly

important

provide

to

yourself

forgive
the

yourself

opportunity

instead of focusing on what went wrong.

Step 3: PERMA-V!
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WAIT...WHAT IS PERMA-V?
Well-being is comprised of:
Positive

emotion

–

building

emotional

resources,

impacting

those

around

you

and

negating

negative

emotions. Some ways to build positive emotion in your life can be by:
Taking time to think of the things you are grateful for and reflect on your role in those situations. You
may choose to keep a “gratitude journal” for this.
Spending time with those that you care about
Engaging in activities that bring you joy/pleasure
Exercising

Engagement – Making time for the present. Some ways to build engagement in your life can be by:
Making time for the activities you truly “love”
Not putting all your eggs in one basket
Mindfulness and meditation
Seeking out opportunities to apply your personal strengths in new ways

Relationships - Ensuring you have a strong supportive network around
you. Some ways to build relationships in your life can be by:
Seeking opportunities to expand your network
Making

time

to

engage

in

those

relationships

which

support

and

uplift you
Don’t “silo” yourself – don’t isolate yourself from others!

Meaning - Being part of something bigger than ourselves. Some ways to
build meaning in your life can be by:
Engaging in a cause or charity that matters to you
Spend time with people you care about

For more
information
about

stress

and thriving
strategies
contact the EAP

Evaluating “Real you, real purpose” (am I still on track?)

Achievement

-

Accomplishment

and

mastery.

Some

ways

to

build

achievement in your life can be by:
Setting challenging but achievable goals
Evaluating: What strengths have you used to succeed in the past and
how do they apply to your life now?
Celebrating achievement (look down the mountain)
Is there a better way?

line on 1300 878
Vitality - Fuelling your body and wellbeing - Nutrition, sleep, exercise

379

and optimism. Some ways to build vitality in your life can be by:
Reviewing your: sleep hygiene, eating habits and exercise routine

